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Collaborative crowdsourcing tasks allow crowd workers to solve problems that they could not handle alone,

but worker motivation in these tasks is not well understood. In this paper, we study how to motivate groups of

workers by paying them equitably. To this end, we characterize existing collaborative tasks based on the types

of information available to crowd workers. Then, we apply concepts from equity theory to show how fair

payments relate to worker motivation, and we propose two theoretically grounded classes of fair payments.

Finally, we run two experiments using an audio transcription task on Amazon Mechanical Turk to understand

how workers perceive these payments. Our results show that workers recognize fair and unfair payment

divisions, but are biased toward payments that reward them more. Additionally, our data suggests that fair

payments could lead to a small increase in worker effort. These results inform the design of future collaborative

crowdsourcing tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Micro-task crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, allow requesters to hire

human workers to complete short, self-contained tasks. These tasks are typically meant to be

completed individually: workers might label images or transcribe audio clips on their own. However,

collaborative tasks can solve new problems by relying on contributions from multiple workers.

One approach is to break a difficult problem into a workflow of simpler steps [3, 29]. Another is to

have workers justify and debate their answers in a structured manner [5, 10, 58]. Some tasks even

allow free-form communication between workers, allowing them to brainstorm or cooperate on

complex intellectual problems [40, 56, 65]. These techniques allow crowdsourcing systems to solve

difficult problems by enabling interactions between multiple workers.

Collaborative crowdsourcing tasks, however, introduce new challenges in motivating workers.

Workers are primarily motivated by money [25], and the implications of this motivation have

been thoroughly studied for individual tasks. Higher pay attracts workers more quickly [54] and
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causes them to complete more work [46], while performance-based bonuses can increase worker

effort [18]. However, in collaborative tasks, workers can often see each others’ work, and this

extra information may have a large impact on their motivation. For instance, the simplest payment

strategy—to pay all workers equally—may not be suitable, as the most skilled workers could feel

undervalued if they know others are earning the same wages.

More precisely, in collaborative work, workers can compare against others in their group to

judge whether their payments are equitable. Equity theory [1] posits that people believe their

rewards should be proportional to the quality or quantity of their work or the time they spend

on the job. When people are paid too much or too little, they often restore the equity balance by

putting more or less effort into their work. These predictions have been verified in laboratory

studies [51] and using real-world salary data [16]; however, our work is the first to validate equity

theory on crowdsourcing platforms.

In this paper, we examine the problem of paying groups of crowd workers for collaborative work.

First, we review existing collaborative crowdsourcing tasks and categorize these tasks into distinct

styles of collaboration. Then, we propose two theoretically fair payment methods—proportional

payments based on equity theory and the Shapley value from cooperative game theory [4]—and

discuss how these payments can motivate small groups of crowd workers. We conduct two user

studies to evaluate the practical impacts of these payment methods. In the first study, we hire crowd

workers for a collaborative task and compare their perceptions of fairness when they are paid

equal, proportional, or Shapley-valued bonuses. In the second, we ask a separate set of impartial

crowd workers to evaluate the fairness of these payments. We show that workers perceive these

theoretically grounded payments as being more fair, but are biased toward payments that reward

them more. Our results also suggest that workers exert similar amounts of effort regardless of the

payment method. Finally, we use our results from these studies to make recommendations about

rewards in future collaborative crowdsourcing systems.

This work makes three key contributions to the crowdsourcing literature:

• We provide a categorization of existing collaborative crowdsourcing tasks.

• We describe the connection between worker motivation and fair payments in collaborative tasks,

and we propose two payment methods that are grounded in equity theory and cooperative game

theory.

• We present empirical results showing the impacts of these theoretically fair payments in a realistic

crowdsourcing task.

In the remainder of this paper, we review the existing literature on collaborative crowdsourcing

tasks, discuss the theoretical link between motivation and fair payment divisions, describe our ex-

periments and results, and conclude with specific recommendations for future requesters designing

collaborative tasks.

2 COLLABORATIVE CROWDSOURCING TASKS
We begin by reviewing the existing literature on collaborative crowdsourcing tasks. We use this

literature review to identify the different types of information that are available to workers during

collaborative tasks. These features help to identify a number of distinct categories of collaborative

work, each embodying a different level of interaction between the workers.

To define what we mean by collaborative tasks, we follow Malone and Crowston [42], who

define collaboration as “peers working together on an intellectual endeavor”. Based on this, we take

collaborative crowdsourcing to include any crowdsourcing task where work from multiple workers is
used to produce a single result. Note that this is quite a broad definition: for example, it includes
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systems where answers from independent workers are aggregated without any interaction between

the workers.

Note that collaborative tasks can also be competitive. To be precise, Malone and Crowston [42]

state that cooperation indicates situations where actors share the same goals, while competition

connotes one actor gaining from another’s losses. Group work typically includes both of these

elements: Davis [9] notes the extremes of pure cooperation or pure competition are rare. Most group-

based crowdsourcing tasks also fall into quadrants 1 (“generate”) and 2 (“choose”) of McGrath’s

task circumplex [47]. While tasks in these quadrants are primarily cooperative, they also include

elements of competition.

2.1 Dataset and Method
We performed our literature review using a snowball sampling process, a standard procedure for

literature reviews [36]. Our search was seeded with Bernstein et al.’s Soylent [3]: as one of the first

crowdsourced workflows, it represents one of the earliest and most recognized collaborative tasks.

Then, we iteratively reviewed references in both directions by checking the reference lists and

Google Scholar “cited by” lists. We kept all papers that described a collaborative crowdsourcing

task. This process resulted in a total of 114 papers. The majority of these papers describe tasks for

Mechanical Turk, with a small number focusing on professional crowdsourcing (e.g., Upwork) or

citizen science (e.g., Zooniverse) platforms.

We used an iterative coding process to analyze these collaborative tasks. Our first round of

coding began with a subset of 40 papers. We analyzed these papers by looking for features in the

task descriptions and interfaces that showed how workers collaborated during their work. In this

first round, we converged on 4 features that differentiate these collaborative tasks from each other.

Each of these features describes one type of information that workers might have available to them

during their tasks:

• See others’ work: Does the task interface include any information showing work done by other

workers? If so, was this work done on the same task, or on a different task?
• Aware of others: Does the task description or interface indicate that other workers are involved

in the task?

• Identify others’ work: If they can see others’ work, is this information shown with identifiers such

as usernames or pseudonyms, or is it anonymous?

• Freely interact: Does the task interface allow them to have open, free-form conversations with

other workers?

We minimized the amount of ambiguity in these features by phrasing them as answers to a series

of binary questions. We then applied this categorization to all of the papers in our sample, iterating

on these feature definitions to resolve ambiguous cases when necessary.

2.2 Results
The categories that we discovered are shown in Table 1. We identified four types of collaboration

that are relatively common, appearing in at least 10 publications. Characteristics and representative

tasks for each of these categories are:

• No information about others: Tasks that require input from multiple workers, but do not have

any form of interaction between the workers. This category includes most answer aggregation

systems. It also includes real-time crowdsourcing tasks such as Adrenaline [2], where workers

complete tasks simultaneously with no information about each other.

• Workflows with no awareness: Each worker’s job depends on data from previous workers, but

the data’s source is not mentioned. For example, in the final step of Soylent’s find-fix-verify
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S N N N 6 Iterative tasks

N Y N N 3 Aware of other workers
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D Y Y N 1 Subcontracting

S Y Y N 5 Structured deliberation; shared interfaces

S Y N Y 3 Anonymous chat

N
o
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M
T
u
r
k N Y N Y 1 Solo work with chat room

D Y N Y 3 Workflows with chat

D Y Y Y 4 Professional workflows

Table 1. The categories of collaborative crowdsourcing tasks that we found in our literature review. For the

See others’ work feature, workers can see others’ work for the same task (S), a different task (D), or not at

all (N). For the other three features, the collaboration is either present (Y) or not (N).

workflow [3], workers are asked to confirm writing quality without being told that the sentences

were rewritten by other Turkers.

• Anonymous shared interfaces: Workers contribute to a common, shared interface, but cannot

directly communicate or identify which workers performed each part of the work. This approach

has been used to control arbitrary GUIs [35], plan complex itineraries [64], and write creative

stories [27].

• Full collaboration: Workers closely interact as a group. Typically, this type of collaboration is

achieved using a shared writing space, such as Google Documents or Etherpads, or using a

chatroom such as a Slack workspace. This type of task is often associated with creative thinking

[40], complex problem solving [65], or deliberation [6, 58].

We also identified six types of collaboration that are less common in previous work:

• Iterative tasks: A series of workers perform the same task, but are given previous results as a

starting point or for inspiration. This approach works well for image segmentation [24, 26] and

some types of brainstorming [37, 59].

• Aware of other workers: The task interface mentions that other workers are completing the same

task, but does not show their work. This technique is used to motivate workers in tasks that

otherwise consist of individual work [19, 60].

• Workflows with awareness of workers: This category includes workflows where the presence of

previous workers is explicitly mentioned [14, 28]. It also includes divide-and-conquer workflows

[30, 31], where workers decide how complex tasks should be divided.
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• Subcontracting: Morris et al. [50] proposed a workflow where workers choose to divide complex

tasks through “subcontracting”, using real-time chat to facilitate assistance between workers.

• Structured deliberation and shared interfaces: Some deliberation workflows only allow specific,

structured communication between workers [5, 38]. Additionally, in some shared interfaces, it is

possible for workers to see what each member of group is doing [21, 34].

• Anonymous chat: A small number of tasks involving chat interfaces show all messages coming

from the anonymous “crowd” user [20].

Finally, we noted three other styles of collaboration that appear on other platforms, but have not

appeared in microtask crowdsourcing. These three categories allow workers to communicate with

each other, but vary the amount of cooperative work that they are involved in.

2.3 The Value of Collaboration
Not all tasks require collaboration. For example, structured workflows can be inefficient for simple

tasks, as they can increase redundancy and hide important context. However, collaborative work

can be valuable, as it allows non-expert workers to tackle complex problems.

Collaboration allows workers to form more effective groups. Olson and Olson [53] described

several affordances that allow colocated teams to perform tightly coupled work. Three of these

affordances—coreference, personal information, and rapid feedback—are closely aligned with our see
others’ work, identify others’ work, and freely communicate features. Further, with closer interactions,

workers can carry out Malone and Crowston’s coordination processes [41], rather than relying on

requesters to manage the work. For example, in most workflows, requesters must a priori break a

task into microtasks, while in Apparition [34], workers can decide how to divide their work on the

fly. These theoretical connections suggest that highly collaborative crowdsourcing tasks allow for

workers to carry out tightly coupled, dynamic work.

For concrete evidence of these advantages, we point out four types of problems that have been

solved using structured deliberation, shared interfaces, or full collaboration. First, while individual

workers are capable of some simple creative tasks, several creative writing tasks depend on workers

having open discussions with each other [40, 56]. Second, workers are better at solving difficult

cognitive tasks when they can communicate with each other to understand each other’s strengths

and weaknesses [7, 65]. Third, when tasks have subjective or unclear guidelines, deliberation can

help workers converge on decisions [5, 6, 58]. Finally, collaborative environments help workers

quickly divide tasks on the fly when it is difficult to automatically divide a job into microtasks

[34, 43]. These systems, which rely on close worker interaction, highlight the value of collaborative

crowdsourcing.

3 MOTIVATING GROUPS WITH FAIR PAYMENTS
Prior work has shown that workers on Mechanical Turk are primarily motivated by monetary

rewards [54], and the impacts of various payments are well understood for individual work [18].

However, little is known about motivating workers through pay when their work is collaborative.

The simplest payment method is to pay all workers the same amount, but equal payment does not

recognize differences in skill or effort between the workers in the group. This shortfall may lead to

a significant problem in worker motivation, as the best-performing workers could feel undervalued

for their work. In this section, we formalize this idea with the framework of equity theory, propose

two theoretically fair payment methods, describe how to measure workers’ perceptions of fairness,

and compare these concepts with payment methods in existing collaborative tasks.
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3.1 Worker Motivation and Equity Theory
Equity theory [1] states that humans compare themselves to other people to decide whether they

are being treated fairly. Humans believe that their outputs are equitable when

Osel f

Isel f
=
Oother

Iother
,

where I is one person’s perceived input and O is their output. In other words, this relationship

states that somebody that puts in twice as much work as their colleague should be rewarded twice

as much. These outputs typically refer to some type of tangible reward, such as wages or bonuses.

However, the inputs are not clearly defined. Depending on the situation, the inputs could be related

to the amount of time spent working, the quantity of work done, or the quality of the work.

When workers do not believe that their outputs are equitable, they change their inputs to fix the

discrepancy. In other words, overpaid workers will put in more effort, and underpaid workers will

put in less effort. Workers might even quit their work in response to extremely unfair outcomes.

It is crucial to ensure that workers do not feel underpaid, compared with other members of the

group, to keep them motivated in collaborative work.

To make judgements about equity, workers must be able to see others’ inputs. In microtask

crowdsourcing, the availability of this information depends on the type of collaboration in their

work. In tasks where workers have no knowledge of each other, they cannot compare inputs.

However, when workers can see others’ work and are aware of others, they can get a sense of the

range of inputs that other workers are providing, giving them an approximate point of comparison.

When workers can identify others’ work, they can also make specific judgements about individual

group members. These extra pieces of information help workers to judge whether their payments

are equitable in collaborative work.

Workers also need to have access to others’ outputs (payments) to make equity comparisons.

This information is much more readily accessible than others’ inputs. Workers often post details

about their wages on public forums, such as Reddit’s r/mturk or TurkerNation, or on task reviewing

websites, such as Turkopticon [22] or TurkerView. Many workers also rely on personal connections,

and it is common for them to discuss wages [63]. These channels can give workers an idea of the

payment range for a task.

Additionally, requesters can make this payment information transparent, allowing workers to

see others’ exact rewards. Several authors have suggested that this added transparency would be

beneficial. Martin et al. [44] concluded that additional market transparency would help workers

focus on their tasks by eliminating “work to make Turking work”. These impacts are magnified by

the global nature of crowdwork [45]. Fieseler et al. [11] also advocated for increased transparency

about workers’ payments. They posited that this information would combat feelings that requesters

are being deceptive about their workers’ pay, making workers more loyal and improving trust and

intrinsic motivation. Payment transparency could also help workers cope with unclear instructions

by helping them recognize work that requesters marked as high- or low-quality. Overall, making

payment information available would improve relations between workers and requesters, benefiting

both parties.

Equity theory’s predictions have been tested in a number of other settings. First, they have

been validated extensively in laboratory studies. Mowday’s review of this experimental work [51]

found supporting evidence that overpaying leads to higher effort and underpaying to lower effort.

Harder [16] also found support using data from professional baseball and basketball. His analysis

showed that overpaid athletes performed better and acted more cooperatively, while underpaid

athletes performed slightly worse and made more selfish plays. At a group level, position- and

outcome-based rewards have been correlated with employee satisfaction and productivity [57],
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and data from firms in Belgium and Sweden shows a relationship between unequal wages and

productivity [17, 32]. We are not aware of prior work testing for these effects in crowd work.

3.2 Fair Payments
In this paper, we focus on a specific set of payment systems. We suppose that a requester posts a

task where a group of workers earns a collective payment together. This payment could be fixed,

as in many existing tasks, or it could include a performance-based bonus for the group. Then, the

challenge of this system is to divide the group’s payments among the individual workers.

The most basic payment method is to simply pay all workers equally. This method is the

default in micro-task crowdsourcing: usually, workers received a fixed, pre-determined payment

for submitting a task. However, equal payments do not recognize varying levels of skill and effort

between workers in the group. Thus, we use equal payments as our control, and we propose two

alternative group payment methods based on concepts from the literature.

The first alternative is to pay workers according to equity theory. In order to ensure that

each equity judgment is satisfied, the ratio of each worker’s output to input must be equal. This

requirement means that the payment for worker i should be

Oi = c · Ii ,

where c is the amount of pay per unit of work. We note that there is still some subjectivity in this

definition, as the input I could depend on several different metrics, such as work quality or quantity,

or time spent on the task.

Another type of theoretically fair payment comes from the field of cooperative game theory [4].

A transferable utility cooperative game consists of a set of players N and a characteristic function

v(C) which describes the amount of reward that every possible subset of the players could earn by

working together in a coalition C . There are numerous ways to divide the rewards between the

players so as to satisfy different properties. One well-studied reward division is the Shapley value,
which is focused on splitting the rewards fairly. The Shapley value for player i is

ϕi =
∑

C⊆N \{i }

|C |!(|N | − |C | − 1)!
|N |! (v(C ∪ {i}) −v(C)) .

Intuitively, this is the average amount of value a player contributes when they join the group. This

reward division satisfies four fairness axioms. It allocates the entire group’s reward (efficiency), gives

equal rewards to players that contribute the same amount (symmetry), gives no reward to players

that contribute nothing (null players), and adds the rewards when combining two characteristic

functions (additivity). We note that cooperative game theory also prescribes other reward divisions,

such as the core, which focus on stability: they ensure that no rational player wants to leave their

group. In this paper, we choose to focus on axiomatically fair rewards rather than stable rewards.

It is important to note that these theoretical methods cannot be applied to all types of work: both

of them require a clear definition of workers’ inputs. In some crowdsourcing tasks, there are no

straightforward ways to compare workers. One example is in deliberation tasks, where describing

an individual worker’s contributions would require a deep understanding of the deliberation process.

In this type of work, an alternative method for payment division is to ask workers how valuable

their group members are. Algorithms for combining workers’ subjective reports have been studied

in the social choice literature [12]. However, these methods must recognize workers’ conscious or

unconscious biases toward themselves [55, 61] and stop workers from colluding with each other to

increase their payments. We choose to leave these worker-determined payments for future work.
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3.3 Measuring Perceptions of Fairness
In order to evaluate these theoretically fair payments, we need a method for measuring workers’

perceptions of fairness. One way to compare group payments is to explicitly ask workers whether

their payments are fair. Organizational justice is a construct that measures employees’ perceptions

of fairness in a workplace. Colquitt [8] summarized this literature by describing four different

components of justice and a set of questions designed to measure each of these components. One

of these components is distributive justice, which specifically focuses on the fairness of workers’

outcomes. Colquitt showed that distributive justice is correlated with satisfaction: workers tend to

be most satisfied with their outcomes when they feel that the distribution is equitable.

However, humans are not perfect at recognizing fairness: in fact, they are often significantly

biased toward themselves [48]. There are multiple reasons for this effect. One reason is that people

believe that their work is more valuable because they remember more facts about their own work

than their colleagues. Another reason is that people may react more strongly to being underpaid

than to being overpaid. Recognizing these biases is central to understanding the whole picture of

workers’ fairness perceptions.

3.4 Payments in Existing Tasks
Existing collaborative tasks have used a variety of payment systems. In Legion [35], workers were

paid bonuses in proportion to a “power score” based on their agreement with the group. In Scribe

[33], workers’ audio transcriptions were combined using a sequence alignment algorithm, and they

were paid bonuses based on the number of words that matched the final, aligned transcript. Kaspar

et al. [24] had a user act as an “oracle”, rating the quality of each workers’ image segmentations, and

paid bonuses according to these quality ratings. These payment systems are ad-hoc, and some can

be rather opaque: it is difficult to workers to understand how their payments relate to their work

quality, making it hard for them to make equity judgements. One final example is the manager-led

teams in DreamTeam [65], where workers were paid bonuses for acting as the team’s manager.

This task is an example where asymmetric worker roles are paid different bonuses, according to

the difficulty or value of the roles.

4 STUDY 1: PERFORMANCE-BASED BONUSES
In the previous section, we defined proportional payments and Shapley values, and we showed

that these payments should be perceived as being more fair and should elicit more worker effort

than equal payments. We performed a crowdsourced study to examine whether these effects can

be observed in a real collaborative task. Specifically, this study attempts to answer three questions:

• Question 1: Do workers perceive proportional and Shapley value payments as being more fair

than equal payments?

• Question 2: Are workers’ fairness perceptions biased toward themselves?

• Question 3: Do workers put in more effort when they are paid fairly?

4.1 Method
To answer our three questions, we had workers complete a collaborative audio transcription task.

We split performance-based bonuses between groups of workers using various bonus divisions,

and we evaluated workers’ fairness perceptions and performance levels based on these payment

methods.

4.1.1 Participants. We hired participants from Mechanical Turk. We posted HITs with the title

“Transcribe audio with a team of workers” and offered a base payment of $1.75. In the HIT instruc-

tions, we estimated that the HIT would take approximately 25 minutes, and we stated that workers
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Fig. 1. The audio transcription interface. Workers listened to short audio clips and typed the words they

heard in real time. Each audio clip ended with 7 seconds of silence to allow workers to finish typing.

would receive a performance-based bonus with a typical value of $1. We required workers to have

at least 1000 approved HITs with a 95% or higher approval rate.

4.1.2 Groups. After workers accepted the HIT, we placed them into a ‘virtual’ group with two

previous participants. We selected these group members by drawing randomly from the pool of

workers that had finished the experiment. We ensured that workers could only be selected twice.

We initialized this pool of workers with participants from a pilot study. We also informed workers

that their data may be re-used to serve as coworkers in future batches of HITs. It was clear to the

workers that they were not working together in real time.

4.1.3 Task. For our experimental task, we used a real-time audio transcription task based on Scribe

[33]. Workers were not allowed to pause or replay the audio, as if the transcript was required in

real time. This task is suitable for several reasons. First, it is a difficult task, and workers need to

focus to produce high-quality transcripts. Second, it is impossible for a single worker to produce a

perfect transcript, motivating the need for multiple workers to complete the same task. Third, it

is easy to learn, as many workers are familiar with regular audio transcription tasks. Finally, it is

realistic: this interface could be used for a real-time captioning task. Our transcription interface is

shown in Figure 1.

During the experiment, workers were aware of others and could see and identify others’ work,
but could not freely interact. We chose this combination of features intentionally. In order to make

equity judgements, workers must be aware of others and see others’ work; without this information,

they cannot compare their inputs with each other. We also let workers identify others’ work to allow
them to make equity judgements about specific teammates, rather than the group as a whole. We

chose not to allow workers to freely interact. Prior work has shown that personality differences

have a strong influence on workers’ satisfaction [39], and we attempted to limit this effect by

avoiding open communication. We discuss how these choices affect our results in Section 6.3.

4.1.4 Procedure. In the experiment, workers first filled out a consent form and completed an

interactive tutorial about the interface. Then, they transcribed 14 short audio clips that we manually

selected from podcast episodes.
1
We used podcasts for our audio clips because there were high-

quality transcripts available as a source of ground truth. The audio clips varied from 21 to 31

seconds with a median length of 28 seconds. We added an additional 7 seconds of silence to the

end of each clip to allow workers to finish typing. We processed each word that workers typed by

removing all punctuation and converting the text to lowercase. Then, at the end of each audio clip,

1
We used podcasts from http://freakonomics.com/.
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Fig. 2. The bonus payment screen, showing an example of one worker’s transcript. Workers saw the full text

that each member of the group typed, how these transcripts compare to the ground truth, and the exact

bonus that each worker received. (Workers could see all three group members’ transcripts; to save space, we

only show one here.)

we compared workers’ transcripts to the ground truth with a word-level Myers diff [52], which

allowed us to check whether workers typed each word correctly.

4.1.5 Bonuses. After each audio clip, we showed workers how well each member of their virtual

group performed. We summarized each worker’s performance by displaying both the number

of words typed and the number of correct words. We also showed workers the full diff output,

with correct words in black, incorrect words in red, and untyped words in gray, allowing them to

interpret these results. Next, we counted the number of words in the ground truth transcript that

were correctly typed by at least one worker. We calculated a total bonus payment of 5 cents for

every 10 words that the group collectively typed correctly. We selected this bonus scale so a typical

group would earn a bonus of 20 to 30 cents per round. The payment screen is shown in Figure 2.

After calculating the group’s bonus, we divided it between the three workers. We placed groups

into one of four experimental conditions:

• Eqal: We gave each worker one third of the group’s bonus. This method is the control, as it is

similar to the default of paying a fixed HIT reward.

• Proportional:We counted the number of words that each worker typed correctly. Then, we

gave each worker a bonus proportional to the number of correct words that they typed. This

method is fair according to equity theory.

• Shapley:We computed the bonuses that each of the 8 subsets of the workers would have earned.

Then, we paid workers with the Shapley values, using these bonuses as the characteristic function.

This method is fair according to cooperative game theory.

• Unfair: As a manipulation check, we gave 50% of the bonus to the worker that typed the smallest

number of words correctly, and we gave 25% of the bonus to the other two workers.

In all four cases, we rounded bonuses down to the nearest cent. We displayed the transcripts and

bonuses to workers in a payment screen at the end of each round, shown in Figure 2. Finally, we

asked workers to rate the division of bonuses as ‘Fair’, ‘Neutral’, or ‘Unfair’ before proceeding to

the next audio clip.

4.1.6 Post-Study. After transcribing all 14 audio clips, workers filled out a post-study survey. In

the survey, we asked five 5-point Likert scale questions about the bonus payments. We adapted
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Fig. 3. Workers’ fairness ratings for each round of the experiment. Workers in the Proportional and Shapley

conditions rated their payments as being more fair than workers in the Equal or Unfair conditions.

these questions from Colquitt’s distributive justice and satisfaction measures [8]. Specifically, we

asked workers whether their payments were appropriate, justified, acceptable, and satisfying, and

whether the bonuses reflected the effort they put into the task. We also asked workers about their

demographics, how they selected their fairness ratings, whether they enjoyed the task, and their

feelings about working in a group with other workers. Lastly, after workers submitted the HIT,

we granted bonuses to all three of the group members – both the participant and their two virtual

coworkers.

4.2 Results
A total of 132 workers completed the HIT. We removed 2 workers that typed 0 words in the first

round of the task. The number of workers in each condition varied from 28 to 38 workers; we

confirmed that these conditions were not significantly unbalanced with a chi-squared test (p = 0.65).

Workers typed an average of 29.23 words per round (σ = 10.55), with 24.48 of these words being
marked as correct (σ = 9.87). Overall, the median worker spent 22.3minutes on the HIT and earned

a bonus of 96.5 cents, resulting in a wage of $7.30/hour2.

4.2.1 Fairness Ratings. Each worker submitted one fairness rating for each of the 14 rounds in

the main experiment. These ratings are plotted in Figure 3. This plot shows that workers are most

likely to rate their payments as fair in the Proportional and Shapley conditions. To confirm these

differences, we fit a proportional odds model to these ratings using the workers’ conditions as a

factor. This model showed that ratings in the Eqal condition were significantly more negative than

the Proportional (p < 0.001) and Shapley conditions (p = 0.002), but not significantly different

from the Unfair condition. Thus, the answer to our first research question is yes: workers do

recognize theoretically fair payments as being more fair than equal payments.

4.2.2 Worker Bias. We also investigated the amount of bias in workers’ fairness ratings. To do

this, we split workers’ ratings across all rounds into three groups: whether they were the best, the

middle, or the worst worker in their group for each round. The distribution of ratings for each

condition and group position is shown in Figure 4. This plot suggests that workers’ perceptions of

fairness change based on their abilities.

2
Note that workers also earned up to two additional bonuses if their transcripts were reused in a future team.
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Fig. 4. Fairness ratings for each condition, split by workers’ ranking in the group. The best worker in each

round has a ranking of 1, and the worst has a ranking of 3.

We confirmed these biases by adding a measure of the workers’ relative skill levels to our

proportional odds model. For each round, we calculated the skill difference between the participant

and their two teammates as

Skill Difference = 2 ·Words Correctworker

−Words Correctcoworker 1

−Words Correctcoworker 2.

This quantity is positive when the participant types more correct words and negative when they

type less correct words than their coworkers. After adding this factor to the model, the results

showed that Skill Difference had a negative effect in the Eqal (p = 0.006) and Unfair (p < 0.001)

conditions: workers with more skill than their coworkers thought that these payments were less fair.

On the other hand, it had a positive effect in the Shapley condition (p < 0.001), where workers felt

their pay was more fair when they were more skilled. Finally, Skill Difference had no significant

effect in the Proportional condition.

4.2.3 Justice Ratings. Workers’ answers to the five post-survey Likert scale questions had a high

level of internal reliability (Cronbach’s α = 0.92). We aggregated these answers into a single justice

score for each participant by taking the average of the five answers. The resulting justice scores

are shown in Figure 5. This boxplot shows that the score distributions are not the same: workers

in the Proportional and Shapley conditions never give very low scores. However, the median

scores in the Eqal, Proportional, and Shapley conditions are quite similar.

We used non-parametric statistics to analyze these ratings.
3
A Kruskal-Wallis test revealed that

the condition had a significant effect on the justice scores: H (3) = 18.42, p < 0.001. We performed

post-hoc Mann-Whitney tests with a Holm-Bonferroni correction and found significant differences

between the Proportional and Unfair conditions (p < 0.001) and between the Shapley and

Unfair conditions (p = 0.01). All other comparisons were not significant. This analysis shows that

workers responded more favourably to the theoretically fair payments than to the unfair payments.

3
We first fit a one-way ANOVA model to the ratings, but a Shapiro-Wilk test showed that the residuals were not normally

distributed (p < 0.05).
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Fig. 5. A boxplot of workers’ justice scores in each of the conditions. Workers had higher justice scores in the

Proportional and Shapley conditions than in the Unfair condition; no other comparisons were significant.

Table 2. Workers’ average change in performance between the first and the last round. Workers in the

Proportional and Shapley conditions improved more than in the Equal condition, but no comparisons were

significant.

Condition Words Typed Words Correct

Eqal m=4.03, σ = 5.10 m=4.97, σ = 5.03

Proportional m=5.43, σ = 6.33 m=5.93, σ = 5.14

Shapley m=6.82, σ = 6.54 m=7.30, σ = 6.75

Unfair m=3.87, σ = 6.16 m=4.68, σ = 6.95

The differences between workers’ justice scores in each condition were quite small. This effect

contrasts with the fairness rating analysis, where the differences between the four conditions were

more clear. This effect may be caused by the timing of these questions. In the post-survey, workers

may have considered their bonus payment for the entire experiment and answered whether it is

fair, compared to typical Mechanical Turk wages. As our task paid more than the median wage

on Mechanical Turk—approximately $2 per hour [15]— workers may have tended to answer more

positively than expected. Alternatively, workers may have been hesitant to select the “extreme”

answer of 1 for the justice questions.

4.2.4 Effort. We recorded two performance metrics in each round: the number of words each

worker typed and the number counted as correct. These metrics are affected by many factors,

including the length and difficulty of the audio clips, as well as the workers’ skill and effort levels.

We chose to consider each worker’s change in performance between the first and last rounds.

Comparing these changes between conditions allows us to isolate the workers’ learning rates and

effort levels. The average changes are shown in Table 2. These values suggest that there may be a

small difference in performance improvements between the conditions, with workers improving

by 1 to 3 more words in the Proportional and Shapley conditions.

To analyze these differences, we fit two binomial regression models: one toWords Typed and

another toWords Correct. In both of the models, we fit the workers’ final round performance,

using their condition and first round performance as factors. For both models, we found a main

effect of first round performance (p < 0.001), but no main effects of condition or interaction effects.

In other words, we could not detect any significant differences in performance changes between the
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conditions. To validate this result, we compare our results to previous work on bonus payments for

crowdsourcing tasks. Ho et al. [18] found that workers corrected 1 additional error out of 12 when

they were paid with appropriate bonuses. This improvement—an increase of less than 10%—was

only detected with large samples of up to 1000 workers. We suggest that studying workers’ effort

requires more accurate measurements of their baseline skill and tasks with less variation in their

individual performance.

4.2.5 Survey Responses. Workers had a variety of explanations for their fairness ratings. Many

workers mentioned making direct comparisons between the number of words or accuracy of

their group members. Others explicitly referred to the effort that they put into the task. Another

common theme was the difficulty of the task: several workers were surprised that real-time audio

transcription was so difficult. In particular, workers that thought they performed poorly often said

that they were happy to get any bonus at all. We note that these feelings might affect workers’

opinions about their payments: if they believe that they did poorly in the task, then they might be

less critical of their bonuses.

Workers had diverse opinions about how enjoyable the task was. Negative comments tended to

mention how frustrating, difficult, tedious, or weird the task was. Positive comments described the

task as fun, challenging, or different from usual HITs. Workers were also split about the competitive

aspect of the task: some workers enjoyed the competition, while others thought it was stressful to

compare themselves against their group.

Many workers were positive about working in a group. They described it as being motivating

and fun, while helping them to earn larger bonuses. They also mentioned that having multiple

workers do the same task can make for useful feedback, allowing them to learn from each other.

Even some workers that performed poorly enjoyed working with a group: they thought that their

more skilled teammates helped them complete a task that they could not do alone. The negative

comments argued that teamwork was more stressful, and some workers disliked the idea of relying

on others.

The worst workers in the unfair condition rarely mentioned that they were overpaid. Some

commented on the difficulty of the task, saying that it was hard to listen to the audio while also

typing and spell-checking; one suggested that we slow down the audio. Others talked about their

performance, acknowledging that they were much worse than their group, and one said that they

would prefer groups closer to their skill level. The workers most critical of the unfair bonus system

were the ones who performed the worst, though only in a small number of rounds.

5 STUDY 2: EXTERNAL RATINGS
In our first study, we examined howworkers respond to different payment methods for collaborative

work. Now, in our second study, we used an independent group of workers to review the bonus

payments from the first study. We used this second set of opinions to look for additional biases in

the original workers’ fairness ratings.

5.1 Method
5.1.1 Participants: We hired participants from Mechanical Turk by posting HITs with the title

“Review work done by other workers”. We offered a HIT payment of $1.50 with no bonus. The

HIT instructions gave a time estimate of 12 minutes. We required workers to have at least 1000

approved HITs with a 95% or higher approval rate. We also ensured that workers who completed

the first experiment could not participate.

5.1.2 Task: In the second study, workers did not complete any audio transcriptions. Instead, we

showed them transcripts from previous groups of workers and asked them to rate how fair the
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bonus payments were. We used the same bonus payment screen except for minor modifications to

the text (e.g., we changed “you and your teammates” to “the workers”).

5.1.3 Procedure: After workers accepted the HIT, they accepted a consent form and completed

a tutorial. In the tutorial, we explained the real-time audio transcription task so that workers

understood the difficulty of the work. We also showed workers the bonus payment screen and

asked comprehension questions about the transcript displays and bonus divisions. Then, workers

were shown a total of 16 rounds from the audio transcription tasks. For each worker, we picked

3 random rounds from each of the 4 payment divisions. We also selected 1 fixed round for each

payment division to show to every worker. These 16 rounds were randomly ordered. For each

round, they clicked on one of three buttons, labelled “Fair”, “Neutral”, and “Unfair”. As an attention

check, we randomized the positions of the “Fair” and “Unfair” buttons in every round.

At the end of the study, workers filled out a post-study survey.We asked about their demographics,

their reasoning for their fairness ratings, and whether they would like to rate or be rated by other

workers in crowdsourcing tasks. Finally, workers submitted the HIT.

5.2 Results
A total of 79 workers completed the HIT. We removed 16 workers that averaged less than 5 seconds

per round, leaving 63 workers. After this filtering step, we did not find any workers that clearly

ignored the task instructions. For clarity, in this section we refer to the new participants as the

external raters, and we refer to the participants from Study 1 as the original workers.

5.2.1 Fairness Ratings: Workers submitted a total of 1008 ratings: 756 on the randomly selected

rounds and 252 on the fixed rounds. We found that the original workers’ ratings on the fixed rounds

were not representative of typical ratings in each condition, so we chose to focus only on the

randomly selected rounds. The aggregates of these ratings are shown in Figure 6. This plot suggests

that raters were generally more critical than the original workers, rating “Unfair” more often. This

effect is strongest for the Eqal and Unfair payments.

We first analyzed the external raters’ ratings alone for each condition. To do this, we fit a

proportional odds model to the ratings using only the payment method as a factor. This model shows

significant differences between the Eqal payments and each of the other three payment methods

(all p < 0.001). Post-hoc tests with a Holm-Bonferroni correction showed significant differences

between each of the conditions (p = 0.002 for Proportional – Shapley; all other comparisons

p < 0.001). The directions of these post-hoc tests show that the Proportional payments were rated

as the most fair, followed by Shapley payments, then Eqal payments, with Unfair payments

being rated as the least fair.

We also compared the original workers’ fairness ratings with the external raters’ to check for dif-

ferences between these two groups of workers. For each condition, we performed a pairedWilcoxon

signed-rank test between the two sets of ratings. These tests showed that the external raters found

the payments less fair than the workers for the Eqal (p = 0.004), Shapley (p < 0.001), and Unfair

(p < 0.001) conditions. We found no significant difference in the Proportional condition (p = 0.22),

suggesting that the external raters and the workers shared similar opinions about these payments.

We suggest several possible reasons for the differences in ratings between the two groups of

workers. First, the original workers only saw one type of payment, while the external raters saw all

four types. Workers may be more critical of Eqal pay if they are aware of the other, theoretically

fair payments. Second, external raters are not biased in the same ways that the original workers

are. It is easier for raters to honestly judge whether a payment is fair because they do not benefit

from the payments.
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Fig. 6. Fairness ratings from the original workers in study 1 (left), compared with the external raters in study

2 (right). Raters were more critical of the Equal, Shapley, and Unfair payments.

5.2.2 Survey Responses: The external raters judged fairness using similar criteria to workers in

the first study. Most of the responses mentioned comparing the group members’ numbers of words

typed, correct words, or accuracy. A few raters were more interested in effort, and looked more

carefully at the words that the group members typed in order to gauge how hard they were working.

Some workers explicitly referred to their overall wages on Mechanical Turk, with one worker citing

“hourly wage... how much I work to eat.”

The majority of the workers were positive about the idea of rating each others’ work, as long as

they were paid to do it. Most workers were also happy to have their work judged by others. One

worker pointed out that this is already close to their job: requesters can judge every HIT that they

submit. However, several participants disagreed, saying that this felt invasive and that it would be

hard to trust the raters. Finally, one response said that it would be stressful having to worry about

performance ratings on top of already low pay.

6 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we studied how crowd workers are motivated by different payment divisions for

group-based work. We identified two theoretically fair payments, motivated by equity theory and

cooperative game theory, and discussed their relationship with crowd workers’ motivation. Then,

results from our first study show that workers who were paid theoretically fair bonuses—that

is, proportional to quality of their work or calculated with the Shapley values—reported their

payments as being more fair than equal bonuses. Furthermore, our second study showed that

this effect is even stronger for external raters that were not involved in the tasks. Workers were

mostly positive about tasks that involve working with or evaluating other workers. Finally, our

performance metrics suggest that workers might exert slightly more effort when they are paid with

these fair bonus divisions, but we do not have conclusive evidence of this effect. In this section, we

discuss the implications of our findings for future collaborative crowd work.
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6.1 The Impacts of Payments and Transparency
Our literature review showed that collaborative tasks with close interactions between workers can

be used to solve complex problems. By allowing these close interactions, groups of workers can

combine their skills in creative writing or cognitive tasks, work around subjective instructions,

or divide work on the fly. However, in these tasks, it is essential to ensure that workers feel that

they are paid equitably, and our experimental results showed that workers are receptive to fair and

unfair payments. In order to keep workers motivated and satisfied with their rewards, it is crucial

to pay workers relative to their contributions to the group. Further, our results on worker biases

revealed that the most skilled workers are also the most negatively affected by unfair pay, giving

requesters even more reason to use fair payments.

Fieseler et al. [11] posited that treating workers fairly and transparently is not simply a question

of ethics. They proposed several potential benefits for both workers and requesters that could be

realized through features on crowdsourcing platforms. Allowing communication between workers

can decrease feelings of isolation, help workers set time commitments and effort levels, and clarify

task descriptions. Additionally, payment transparency helps to mitigate feelings that requesters are

lying or deceiving workers. Together, these effects lead to more committed workers with increased

trust, satisfaction, and intrinsic motivation. We argue that collaborative tasks are an opportunity

for requesters to reap these benefits now. Rather than relying on the platform to take action,

requesters can implement tasks with explicit collaboration and public payment information. As

long as requesters select equitable payments, these tasks are an excellent chance to build trust and

reputation with workers, and ultimately to produce better results.

We reiterate that it is impossible to keep payment information fully hidden. Crowd workers

have a basic social need for communication [13]; when they are not provided with communication

channels, they seek to reproduce these channels in public forums and private companionships.

These external communication lines give workers a way to exchange payment information, and

these discussions can often be more speculative than truthful. On top of requesters’ moral duty to

treat workers fairly, we also believe it is in requesters’ best interests to communicate with workers

on public platforms like Turkopticon and TurkerView, or even publicize payment information

themselves.

There is also an opportunity here for crowdsourcing platforms to make an impact. Mechanical

Turk hides most information about its workers, and requesters—particularly inexperienced ones—

may interpret this anonymity as a signal that workers do not communicate with each other. This

lack of information can encourage opportunistic or exploitative behaviour from requesters [11];

in fact, even well-intentioned requesters cannot correct their actions unless they know that their

workers are unhappy. Platforms can combat this behaviour by improving transparency on their

marketplace: for instance, by displaying requesters’ historical wages on the workers’ interface.

Although many workers already rely on external tools that provide this information, building these

features into the platform would send a clear signal to requesters that they should be conscious

about treating workers equitably.

A substantial number of workers from our studies were intrinsically motivated by working with

others, describing the teamwork as enjoyable, motivating, and fun. For these workers, it would

be useful to provide a consistent source of collaborative work. Gray et al. [13] proposed splitting

crowd work into two separate streams, with one stream permitting collaboration in tasks that do

not require independent responses. We suggest that this idea can be taken another step further.

Rather than simply allowing workers to communicate, this stream of work can be designed to

leverage the benefits that workers and requesters receive from transparent teamwork. This split
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would also be helpful for workers that do not enjoy group work, and would prefer to continue

working alone.

6.2 Fair Payment and Effort
In our main experiment, we did not find conclusive evidence that workers exert more effort when

they are paid using theoretically fair methods. It is possible that there truly is no effect. Mason

and Watts [46] found that work quality was not affected by payments due to an anchoring effect.

Ho et al. [18] also suggested that performance-based payments may not affect worker effort if the

bonuses are too small, relative to the task’s overall pay, or if the task is not effort-responsive. We

used a relatively small bonus compared to our base payment so that even the lower-performing

workers could earn close to minimum wage in our experiment. However, there are several other

possible explanations for our results.

First, real-time audio transcription tasks are not perfectly suited for measuring a worker’s skill

and effort. Our metrics, which are related to typing speed and accuracy, have a large amount of

variance between audio clips. Future studies on this topic should consider tasks where the quality

of workers’ output is more consistent, and should more carefully measure workers’ initial skill

levels during training rounds or qualification tasks.

The other reasons are factors that could affect workers’ motivation and actions. We paid workers

close to minimum wage, which is substantially higher than a typical task on Mechanical Turk

[15]. We also told workers that they would be paid bonuses. Knowledge of a bonus might reduce

workers’ fear of having their work rejected, as bonuses on Mechanical Turk can only be paid after

approving a HIT. Without this knowledge, workers might have worked harder to ensure their work

is accepted, even if their bonuses are not motivating.

Finally, many workers mentioned that they found the task fun, interesting, and different. Workers

that are intrinsically motivated might work hard regardless of their group’s bonuses. Tedious,

uninteresting tasks such as Yin et al.’s button-clicking task [62] would help to isolate the effects of

bonuses on workers’ effort. Longer tasks, taking an hour or more, would also help to capture these

effects.

6.3 Generalizing to Other Tasks
In our experimental task, workers were aware of others and could see and identify others’ work, but
could not freely interact. How would our results change if we used a task from a different category?

It would not be possible to perform our experiment if workers were not aware of others or could
not see others’ work. In this case, workers cannot make immediate equity judgements: either they

cannot see others’ inputs, or they do not know that other workers created them. In these types of

tasks, though, it may still be possible for workers to understand the relative quality of their work:

they often discuss their work on public forums and through private communications. In the long

term, if these tasks do not pay fairly, we believe that skilled workers would still become frustrated

with their payments.

Workers could still make equity judgements if they could not identify others’ work. Even without

specific details about each of their group members, workers could still understand whether they

were more or less skilled than their teammates. This information would give them a sense of the

proportion of the group’s reward that they deserve. Thus, while workers would not be able to rate

whether their teammates were being paid fairly, they would still be able to rate their own payments.

We believe that our results would be qualitatively similar in these types of tasks.

The ability to freely interact could have a number of different effects on our results. Givingworkers

an open communication line would help them understand how much work their teammates are

putting into their tasks. In some cases, this might help workers build common ground and trust with
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each other, making them more supportive of equal payments regardless of the group’s skill levels.

In others, it might reveal differences in the workers’ effort levels, making the better workers feel

that they deserve a larger share of the reward. These effects are likely dependent on the workers’

personalities and the complexity of the task, and understanding how these factors influence fairness

perceptions is an important avenue for future work.

6.4 Limitations
In our main experiment, we simulated a group environment by comparing workers’ transcripts

against previous participants. This style of task is similar to existing crowdsourcing workflows,

but it is quite different from tasks with real-time group interactions. Working with a group in real

time may be more motivating, but it could make workers more frustrated or anxious as they are

forced to work at the group’s pace. More work is required to understand the impacts of real-time

interaction.

We chose to focus our experiments on groups with three workers, as these small groups are

common in existing collaborative tasks. Increasing the size of the groups could affect our results

in several ways. Larger groups might impact workers’ equity judgements, as it may be more

difficult to make equity judgements when there are more possible choices of “other”. This increased

difficulty might make equal payments more agreeable. Group size can also impact worker effort in

collaborative crowdsourcing tasks: prior work has shown that larger groups suffer from increased

social loafing [43].

Finally, we did not control for the location of the workers in our experiment. The majority of

workers on Mechanical Turk are located in the United States, but an appreciable number live in

other countries, with the largest group being from India [13]. It is possible that there are significant

cultural differences between these worker populations that we have not studied here.

6.5 Broader Impacts
Crowdsourcing platforms incentivize low pay, with workers on Mechanical Turk making a median

wage under US$2 per hour [15]. Finding new, difficult problems that workers can solve together

could have the unfortunate consequence of attracting more low-paying requesters to the system.

However, we believe that tasks with explicit teamwork are beneficial to the workers. As we described

above, having workers cooperate can give them more information about their work, making it

easier for them to avoid returning HITs or being rejected for misunderstanding a task – two of the

biggest impacts on their hourly wage [15].

Our proposed payments may appear to be in conflict with minimum wage standards. When one

worker does not produce any useful input, both the proportional payments and Shapley values give

no payment. This point could be an issue: sometimes, workers cannot complete their work due to

factors out of their control, such as poor UI or unclear instructions. However, both payments can

easily adapt around this issue. For proportional payments, each worker’s input can combine the

amount of work they did with the amount of time they spent on the work, ensuring a minimum

wage. Similarly, the Shapley value can also be modified by relaxing the null player axiom: egalitarian

Shapley values [23] can describe any convex combination of equal pay and the Shapley value.

These adjustments allow the principles of equity theory to be applied while still ensuring an ethical

minimum wage.

Lastly, performance-based payments also give lower payments to less productive group members.

This low pay can be problematic: it can be stressful to less experienced workers or unfair to workers

with disabilities. However, this issue is not unique to collaborative work. In non-collaborative tasks,

even without performance-based bonuses, less experienced workers are more likely to spend more

time on HITs or have their work rejected, leading to lower wages.
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However, we believe that our payment systems can also provide some tools to make positive

impacts for these workers. First, equity theory suggests that the payments should be proportional to

workers’ inputs, but does not specify what these inputs measure. They could include the effort that

workers spent on the task, rewarding hard work regardless of its quality. It is an interesting challenge

to ensure that these payments still incentivize high effort. Second, transparent collaboration can help

workers learn by seeing high quality work. Working together closely with more skilled teammates

can help inexperienced workers improve by understanding their mistakes. For new workers that do

not have experienced friends to rely on for advice, collaborative tasks could make crowdsourcing

more inclusive.

6.6 Future Work
Our research raises several interesting questions and we see three key directions for future work.

The first is to study how workers rationalize about their inputs. When judging the equity of

a payment, workers could base their decision on work quality, quantity, or time. While some

might value polished work, others might appreciate effort or feel that they deserve pay just for

“showing up”. Workers may also put different weights on these factors depending on their skill

level, experience with the task, and relationships with each other.

The second direction for future work is to adapt these group-based payments to tasks where

work quality is difficult to measure and convey to other workers. For instance, the performance

based payments in our experiment could not be calculated for a real, uncaptioned audio stream. To

deal with this uncertainty, workers’ outputs could be compared with an agreement score [35], with

peer prediction algorithms [49], or by measuring how much weight an algorithm places on each

worker’s output [33]. In these cases, the reward calculations will likely appear opaque, and it is not

obvious whether the workers will react favourably to these mechanisms. An alternative method is

to pick bonuses based on workers’ ratings of each others’ work. Combining subjective ratings this

way would be suitable for tasks like collaborative design, but finding ways to deal with collusion

between workers is a significant challenge in this scenario. External, unbiased workers could also

be asked to rate work quality; our participants confirmed that this would be a reasonable task.

Finally, a number of tasks involve collaboration between human workers and AI agents. Two

examples in this area are Evorus [21], where chatbots suggest messages alongside human workers,

and DreamTeam [65], where groups of workers are managed by Slack bots. In these tasks, workers

could potentially feel that these AI agents are taking their work, lowering their pay. As human

computation systems continue to incorporate more computational agents, it will be increasingly

important to understand how workers’ perceptions of equity and fairness change in these new

types of tasks.

7 CONCLUSION
Allowing crowd workers to collaborate is a powerful tool, but motivating groups of workers is

an entirely different challenge from ordinary crowdsourcing tasks. In this paper, we identified

existing classes of collaborative crowdwork and proposed two theoretically fair methods for dividing

payments between a group of workers using concepts from social psychology and cooperative

game theory. We evaluated these payment systems on two groups: we asked the workers receiving

these bonuses about their perceptions of fairness, and we compared these results against a group

of unbiased raters. Our results show that workers recognize equal payments as less fair than

either of these theoretically fair methods, but are biased toward payments that favour themselves.

Understanding and implementing fair payment divisions is paramount to developing collaborative

crowdsourcing systems for solving complex problems.
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